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LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB
JUDGE Mrs. Barbara Prowse
11/3/17
AC BIRMAN CHAMPION
GR CC MISS E WHITBY’S CH & SK TWEEDIEMILLS ISLAY MIST (SBI a) F 23/4/16 - Blue Birman
whose type is lovely. Body long standing on legs of medium length on short strong paws. Skull broad
and rounded with medium sized ears, which are spaced well apart. Almost round eyes of a good
colour of blue. Nose medium in length with a slight dip in profile. Level bite. Cheeks full and round.
Well-developed chin. Pure white even gloves. Socks pure white and covering the paw. Gauntlets a
good length and just finishing below the point of the hock. Points a bluey grey and all matching. Wellprepared coat of bluish white with some shading on the body. Bushy tail in proportion to the body.
RES GR CC MRS J POOL’S CH SARMOYAH MALALA (SBI e) F 31/3/15 - Red point Birman. Good
size and body confirmation. Broad and rounded skull with medium sized ears that are spaced nicely
apart. Almost round blue eyes. Nose medium in length needing a little more dip. Level bite. Cheeks
rounded, chin a little weak. Pure white scalloped gloves that finish at the angle of the paws with white
socks that cover the entire back paw. Gauntlets a good length finishing just below the point of the hock.
Well prepared coat of pale cream needing a little more preparation to her undersides. Rich red points
which are all matching just showing faint tabby markings on forehead. Tail medium in length and in
proportion to body.
AV SLH GR PR MALE
IMP GR PC MR & MRS KERNER’S GR PR ELMCOON THE-WOLVERINE (MCO ns 22) MN 27/4/14 Silver Tabby Maine Coon. Good body shape and size. Head medium in size with ears that are well
tufted, need to be a little more apart and a shade taller. Full, round hazel eyes which are set slightly
oblique. Nose of uniform width with shallow concave curve. Level bite. Muzzle and cheeks are
developing well. Well-prepared coat. Silver agouti ground with dense black tabby markings which are
diffused at the moment. Good markings to head and legs. Tail long, well ringed and at least the length
of the body.
AV SLH GR PR FEMALE
IMP GR CC Ms A SPOTSWOOD’S GR CH & GR PR BEAUBRIGHT SOPHIA (SBI n) FN 15/4/06 – Ten
years old and still looking the part. Seal Birman of lovely size and shape and nicely balanced for type.
She stands on legs which are medium in length on short strong paws. Skull strong, broad and rounded
with ears which are medium in size and spaced nicely apart. Nose medium in length with a slight dip
in profile. Eyes of blue which are well spaced. Level bite. Cheeks full and round with firm chin. Well
prepared coat of pale beige which is showing slight surface shading. Dense matching seal points with
some brindling of the tail and very slight brindling on her mask. Pure white gloves which are scalloped
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with socks which are medium in length. Good length to gauntlets with right gauntlet blunt rather than
tapered. Tail bushy and medium in length. Sweet temperament.
RES IMP GR PC MISSES NORMAN & MAXFIELD’S GR PR BELKATON PUSHKA TATANYA (SIB ns
22) FN 6/10/15 - Black Silver Tabby Siberian. Head is in good proportion to her body. Short broad
wedge with rounded contours and slightly rounded muzzle. Ears of medium size which are set wide
apart and well furnished. Orange slightly oval shaped eyes. Nose of uniform width with a slight
concave curve at the bridge. Level bite. Cheekbones low set, broad and connected by a gentle, rounded
line to the whisker pads and chin. Well prepared coat of medium length with a very dense undercoat
that is soft and fine covered by a coarser topcoat. Well furnished tail which reaches at least the
shoulder blades. Lovely temperament.
RED, CREAM & TORTIE POINT BIRMAN ADULT
1CC MRS J POOL’S SARMOYAH GISELLE (SBI f) F 9/3/16 - Seal Tortie Point Birman. Good size and
shape to this young lady standing on thick set legs on short strong paws. Round broad head with
medium sized ears that are spaced nicely apart. Eyes almost round and a deep blue colour. Nose
medium in length with a slight dip in profile. Cheeks full and round. Good bite. Well prepared fawn
coat. Points are a seal brown intermingled with shades of red. Blaze to nose. All points are broken with
colour. Pure white symmetrical gloves and socks which cover the entire back paws. Good length to
gauntlets. Tail short and bushy. Coming along nicely.
2ND MISS E WHITBY’S SUCETTE YURA CHOCOLATE ORANGE (SBI h) F 4/6/16 - Chocolate Tortie
Point Birman. Body good size standing on legs of medium length and in proportion to her body with
short strong paws. Head broad and rounded with ears that are medium in size and spaced nicely apart.
Eyes that are almost round and a good shade of blue. Nose medium in length with a slight dip in
profile. Level bite. Cheeks full and round. Coat long, silken in texture and well prepared. Points colour
a milk shade of chocolate with brindling on the mask, ears and tail. Red on face and all points. Gloves
are scalloped, socks cover the entire back paws and she has good length to her gauntlets. Tail bushy,
medium in length and in proportion to her body.
3RD MRS T THOMPSON’S FORMONA PEPPERPOT (SBI f) F 16/5/16 - Seal Tortie Point Birman. Still
looking very kitten like. Good size and shape standing on thick set legs on short strong paws. Round
head with medium sized ears that need a little more width between them. Eyes almost round and a
deep blue colour. Nose medium in length with a slight dip in profile. Cheeks still developing. Good
bite. Well prepared fawn coat. Points are a seal brown intermingled with shades of red. All points are
broken with colour. Pure white symmetrical gloves and socks which cover the entire back paws. Good
length to gauntlets. Tail short and bushy.
BOB MRS J MORTON’S GR CH BULLAMOOR SCARLET STAR (SBI d) F 23/7/14 – Red Birman of
lovely shape and size. Body is a good length and she stands on legs of medium length on short strong
paws. Head broad and rounded with ears that are medium in size and spaced nicely apart. Almost
round blue eyes. Nose is medium in length with a slight dip in profile. Cheeks full and rounded. Well
prepared coat of pale cream. Points a rich shade of red. Pure white even gloves with pure white socks
that cover the entire back paws. Good length to gauntlets. Tail bushy and in proportion to her body.
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ALSO CONSIDERED
MISS E WHITBY’S SUCETTE YURA CHOCOLATE ORANGE (SBI h) F 4/6/16
AC SILVER TABBY MAINE COON ADULT
1CC BOB MISS DUNN & MRS EVANS’S ELMCOON DANGEROUS LIASON (MCO ds 03 22) M
7/4/16 - Red Silver Tabby Maine Coon who is well grown. Body medium in length standing on
substantial legs with large round well-tufted paws. Head medium in size with large tall ears that are
well tufted and spaced nicely apart. Full, round gold eyes which are set slightly oblique. Nose of
uniform width with shallow concave curve. Level bite. Muzzle is square with full rounded cheeks, chin
firm. Well-prepared coat. Good markings to head and legs. Body markings very diffused. Tail long,
well ringed and at least the length of the body. Very promising young man.
AOC MAINE COON ADULT FEMALE
1CC BOB MRS A LAWSON’S ANGLEZARKE THE SNOWQUEEN (MCO w 64) F 1/8/15 - Green eyed
White Maine coon. Good size and nice length to body. Stands on substantial legs with large rounded
paws, which are well tufted. Head medium in length with tall ears that are well tufted and set well
apart. Round eyes set wide apart and slightly oblique. Nose of uniform width with slight concave
curve. Level bite. Square muzzle, firm chin. Full cheeks. Nicely prepared sparkling white coat with ruff
and breeches. Tail long and at least the length of the body. Very nice young lady.

2ND MS F STANLEY’S ROBUSTO ELLEN RIPLEY (MCO g 03) F 9/2/16 – Blue Tortie & White Maine
Coon. Long body showing the characteristic rectangular appearance. Head is a little short in length
with large tall ears which are wide at the base, well tufted, set high and just needing a little more width
between them. Gold eyes which are very full and round and set slightly oblique. Nose of uniform
width with a shallow concave curve. Level bite. Muzzle square with firm chin. Cheeks full. Coat well
prepared. Nicely patched coat of a medium shade of blue and a hot cream. Coat well prepared. White
chest, underparts and feet. Tail broad at the base and reaching the shoulders easily, tapering slightly
towards the end.
NORWEGIAN FOREST ADULT
BOB MR A BREWOOD’S GR CH NOYNAROCK CHLOE (NFO gs 09) F 10/10/14 - Blue Tortie and
White Norwegian. Her body is long and she stands high on her legs with her back legs longer than
front ones on large round tufted paws. Head is triangular and she has a slightly rounded forehead.
Ears could be a little larger but have good width at the base, are well furnished and set high. Eyes are a
good size, set slightly oblique and well spaced. Long straight profile with good bite. Chin is slightly
weak. Well presented exhibit with a lovely temperament. Coat is semi long with woolly undercoat
covered by a smooth overcoat of long coarser guard hairs. Tail is long and reaches the shoulders easily.
BROWN or BLUE TABBY MAINE COON KITTEN MALE
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1ST BOB MR & MRS GILLASPY’S JULESCOON OTTO (MCO n 03 22) M 18/8/16 – Brown Tabby and
White Maine Coon. Excellent build and well balanced, being muscular and solid and standing on
substantial legs with large rounded paws which are well tufted. Head medium in length with large tall
well-tufted ears which are set high and well apart. Full round gold eyes that are set slightly oblique.
Nose of even width with a shallow concave curve and full leather. Good bite. Square muzzle with firm
chin. Cheeks full with high cheek bones. Well-prepared coat with full ruff and breeches displaying
classic tabby markings. Warm copper ground colour with dense black markings. M to forehead, spotted
whisker pads and spectacles. Butterfly to shoulders and oyster to each flank. White chest and a white
blaze across her nose. White feet and underparts. Tail long and well ringed, easily reaching her
shoulders and well furnished. Lovely young male who knows it as he sat regally in his pen.
2ND MS F STANLEY’S ELMCOON MR ELLERY (MCO n 22) M 4/11/16 - Brown Tabby Maine Coon.
Good size, well built and standing on substantial legs with large round well tufted paws. Body long
with proportionate limbs creating the characteristic rectangular appearance. Head medium in length
with tall, very well tufted ears that are set high but well apart. Round hazel eyes set slightly oblique.
Nose of uniform width with a slight concave curve. Square muzzle with firm chin. Good bite. Coat well
prepared and a lovely texture. Warm, rich copper ground colour with black markings. M to forehead,
spectacles around eyes, spotted whisker pads, thumb prints to ears. Shoulder markings forming an
outline of a butterfly with oysters to both flanks. Tail very long, well ringed and well furnished.
3RD MRS A LAWSON’S ANGLEZARKE HANSEL (MCO n 03 22) M 1/12/16 - Brown Tabby and White
Maine Coon. Young man who is the baby of the class. Head a little short with large tall ears that are
well tufted and spaced nicely apart. Eyes that are round spaced wide apart and set slightly oblique.
Medium length to nose with even width and shallow concave curve. Good bite. Cheeks full. Coat a
cool shade of brown with well defined black tabby markings. M to forehead, spotted whisker pads,
spectacles and thumbprints to ears. Butterfly across shoulders, oysters to flanks. White collar, chest,
feet and underparts. Tail showing rings, long, wide at the base and at least the length of the back and
tapering towards the tip.
4TH MR & MRS SWINBURN’S WISCASSET ELIJAH BLUE (MCO a 22) M 4/11/16 - Blue Tabby Maine
Coon. Unfortunately going through the teenage stage at present so rather unbalanced. Very rangy in
shape. Head a good length with cheeks needing to fill. Eyes are round and spaced nicely apart. Ears are
a good size and well set. Medium length to nose with shallow concave curve. Good bite. Coat is still
developing. Markings are very diffused on body but well marked on head, legs and tail. Tail well
ringed and good length.

BROWN or BLUE TABBY MAINE COON KITTEN FEMALE
1ST MRS A DAVIES’S ANGLEZARKE BELLA (MCO n 03 22) FN 10/8/16 - Classic Brown Tabby and
White Maine Coon. Good size and shape with excellent boning. Strong head which is nicely balanced
and a good overall length. Large ears which are well furnished with tips and tufts present. Green eyes
which are large and set slightly oblique. Cheeks still developing. Nose of uniform width with a shallow
concave curve. Nice square muzzle with firm chin. Good bite. Well prepared coat of warm brown and a
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good texture showing good markings to face, legs and tail. M to forehead, spotted whisker pads and
spectacles. Barring to legs with rings to a long tapering tail. White chest, underparts and feet.
TORTIE TABBY & WHITE MAINE COON KITTEN
1ST BOB MISS E TIMPERLEY’S ANGLEZARKE GUINEVERE (MCO f 03 22) FN 10/8/16 – Tortie Tabby
and White Maine Coon. Good size and shape for age. Substantial legs with large round paws. Head
medium in length with large tall ears that are well tufted and spaced nicely apart. Eyes are round
spaced wide apart and set slightly oblique. Medium length to nose with even width and shallow
concave curve. Good bite. Cheeks full. Coat well patched with well defined black tabby markings. M
to forehead, spotted whisker pads, spectacles and thumbprints to ears. Butterfly across shoulders,
oysters to flanks. White collar, chest, feet and underparts. Tail showing rings, long, wide at the base
and at least the length of the back and tapering towards the tip.

2ND MISS DUNN & MRS EVANS’S ELMCOON MUSTANG SALLY (MCO f 22) BF 19/10/16 - Tortie
Tabby Maine Coon of good size and shape. Solid and muscular standing on substantial legs. Head
medium in length with good width between large tall well tufted ears. Full round green coloured eyes
that are set slightly oblique. Level bite. Cheeks needing to fill at present. Square muzzle, firm chin.
Black classic tabby markings on a warm copper agouti ground overlaid with shades of red. Coat well
prepared with ruff and breeches. Tail well ringed and at least the length of the back.

RED, CREAM & TORTIE POINT BIRMAN NEUTER
BOB MR & MRS BROWN’S GR PR DALTEEMA CAIRNGORM (SBI e) MN 4/8/14 - Cream Point
Birman. Good shape and size to this young man. Body is long and of good weight. Skull broad and
rounded with medium sized ears that are spaced well apart. Almost round blue eyes which are nicely
spaced. Medium length to nose with a slight dip in profile. Level bite. Cheeks full showing off his heart
shaped face. Points colour a pastel shade of cream on mask, ears and tail. Clean pure white feet. The
front gloves are scalloped and the socks are full. The gauntlets taper halfway up the back of the legs.
Well prepared coat that is silken in texture showing slight surface shading on body. Tail bushy and
medium in length.
MR & MRS BROWN’S GR CH & IMP GR P0R DALTEEMA DIAMOND DAN (SBI d) MN 26/1/06 Red Point Birman of good shape and size. Body long standing on medium sized legs on short strong
paws. Skull broad and rounded. Ears medium in size and spaced nicely apart. Almost round blue eyes.
Lovely profile with a slight dip. Level bite. Full cheeks firm chin. Well prepared coat with matching
rich red points. Pure white symmetrical gloves with pure white socks that cover the entire back paws.
Good length to gauntlets. Tail in proportion to his body.
RED, CREAM, TORTIE TABBY/TAB BY & WHITE NEUTER MALE
MRS A DAVIES’S PR ANGLEZARKE LAURENCE BEAR (MCO e 22) MN 8/12/13 - Cream Tabby
Maine Coon. Good body shape and size. Head medium in length with large tall well-tufted ears
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needing more width between them. Full and round gold eyes set slightly oblique. Nose of uniform
width with shallow concave curve. Level bite. Full cheeks with square muzzle. Well-prepared coat
showing a cream agouti ground with excellent tabby markings, showing M to forehead, spotted
whisker pads, spectacles and thumbprints to ears. Butterfly to shoulders with oyster on each flank.
Back is a little solid. Tail long, well ringed and at least the length of his body.
RED. CREAM, TORTIE TABBY/TAB BY & WHITE NEUTER FEMALE
BOB MRS A DAVIES’S PR ANGLEZARKE SUGARSPUN (MCO g 03 22) FN 16/12/12 - Blue Tortie
and White Maine Coon of good size and shape and with a lovely alert expression. Body medium in
size, solid and muscular standing on substantial legs with large round well tufted paws. Head medium
in length with large tall ears that are set high and spaced well apart. Full round gold eyes which are set
slightly oblique. Nose of uniform width with a shallow concave curve. Level bite. Cheeks fairly full
with high cheekbones. Well prepared coat showing patches of blue, cream and white. White chest, feet
and underparts. Tail long and at least the length of the body.
AOC MAINE COON NEUTER MALE
1PC BOB MR & MRS KERNER’S ELMCOON FERRIS (MCO d) MN 6/11/15 - Red Maine Coon. Body
long, solid and muscular. He stands on substantial legs with large round paws. He has proportionate
limbs giving the characteristic rectangular appearance. Head medium in length with large tall ears,
which are wide at the base and spaced well apart. Eyes of a good size which are set slightly oblique.
Nose of even width with shallow concave curve. Good bite. Cheeks fairly full. Square muzzle. Wellprepared coat. Rich red colour. Tail long and at least the length of the body.
2ND MRS K HARRIS’S KISNTEL VELVETBLUEPEEPS (MCO a) MN 20/9/15 - Blue Maine Coon who
is well grown. Body of good length, solid and showing the characteristic rectangular appearance. Head
medium in length with ears that are large and tall, well tufted and tipped. Full and round gold eyes.
Nose of uniform width with shallow concave curve. Muzzle is square with fairly full cheeks. Level bite.
Coat well prepared. Medium blue colour to coat. Tail easily reaching the shoulders.
AOC MAINE COON NEUTER FEMALE
1PC MRS & MRS CHESTERS’S WESTLAKES SIF (MCO gs 03 11) FN 19/5/14 – Blue Silver Tortie and
White Maine Coon. Body good length, good shape and size. Head medium in length with large tall
ears that are spaced well apart. Full round eyes, spaced well apart with a slight oblique aperture. Nose
of uniform width with slight concave curve. Square muzzle. Level bite. Coat well prepared and
showing good contrasts. Rather dark blue and hot cream. White chest, feet and underparts. Tail
balances well with the body.
SIBERIAN NEUTER
BOB MISSES NORMAN & MAXFIELD’S GR PR BELKATON PUSHKA TATANYA (SIB ns 22) FN
6/10/15
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RAGAMUFFIN NEUTER
1PC MS C YOUNG’S FILENSIO THEODORE (RGM a 31) MN 21/2/12 - Blue Tabby Ragamuffin. Well
grown and well balanced. Rectangular body with good muscling. Heavy boned standing on legs which
are medium in length. Broad head with good length and rounded contours. Good width between well
placed ears. Eyes are large and walnut shaped. Coat is medium long, plush in texture, dense with an
undercoat. Well defined pattern to his coat. Well furnished tail.
BOB MS C YOUNG’S PR THEODORIAN BARNABAS (RGM ns 03 32) MN 26/6/14 – Brown Smoke
and White Darker Points Ragamuffin. Well grown and well balanced. Rectangular body with good
muscling. Heavy boned standing on legs which are medium in length. Broad head with good length
and rounded contours. Good width between well placed ears. Eyes are large and walnut shaped. Coat
is medium long, plush in texture, dense with an undercoat. Well defined pattern to his coat. Well
furnished tail.
BLUE ADULT MALE
1CC BOB MRS B HOSKER’S HOPTONPAWS STAR BURST (BRI a) M 17/7/15 - British Blue who is
cobby in shape and stands on short strong legs on round firm paws. Large round head with good
width between small rounded ears. Round expressive orange eyes. Nose short, broad and straight with
full blue leather. Level bite. Cheeks well rounded with firm chin. Light blue shade to coat which is
almost sound and it is dense, short and crisp. Tail medium in length, it is thick and has a rounded tip.
2ND MRS J MITCHELL’S CALDORA MR GUMMYSPICE (BRI a) M 8/4/16 - Blue of excellent shape
and size. Compact well balanced body with a full broad chest. Short strong legs and rounded paws.
Large round head with good width between neat ears. Large round eyes which are spaced well apart
needing to be a little deeper in colour. Short broad straight nose. Full round cheeks firm chin. Level
bite. Coat is a little long and soft. Pale shade of blue but is a little unsound. Tail thick and of medium
length.
3RD MRS J GRAHAM’S ADPIXON HIGHLAND FERGUS (BRI a) M 22/9/15 - British Blue who is
cobby standing on short strong legs on round firm paws. Round head needing more width between
ears which are neat and rounded at the tip. Round expressive orange eyes. Nose short, broad and
straight. Level bite. Cheeks are round with firm chin. Very dark blue coat that is short, dense, crisp and
almost sound. Tail medium in length, thick and has a rounded tip.
4TH MRS C SANDERS’S LYNNEAS HODOR (BRI a) M 24/3/16 - Blue who is cobby in shape and
stands on short strong legs on round firm paws. Round head needing more width between rather large
ears. Round expressive eyes which are almost hazel in colour. Nose short, broad and straight with full
blue leather. Level bite. Cheeks well rounded with firm chin. Dark blue shade to coat which is very
unsound and it is dense, short and crisp. Tail medium in length, it is thick and has a rounded tip.
CNH MRS J FIGGINS’S CWTCH BOMBARDIER BILLY (BRI a) M 30/1/16- Sorry but both of us tried
to get him out but he was having none of it. Shame as he looks lovely.
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MR & MRS WOOD’S GR CH CHARNODLEYWOOD DIESEL GENE (BRI a) M 16/6/15 - British Blue
who is mature and a good shape and size. Head is round but I would like more width between his
ears. Round orange eyes. Short broad nose. Good bite. Rounded cheeks with firm chin. Coat is a very
dark blue and is very unsound. Coat is short, dense and crisp. Tail in proportion to body.

BLUE ADULT FEMALE
1CC MRS J EDWARDS’S DAPPER WHOOPSEY DAISEY (BRI a) F 29/5/15 - Blue who is cobby in
shape and stands on short strong legs on round firm paws. Large round head with good width
between small rounded ears. Round expressive orange eyes. Nose short, broad and straight with full
blue leather. Level bite. Cheeks well rounded with firm chin. Lovely shade of blue shade to coat which
is almost sound and it is dense, short and crisp. Tail medium in length, it is thick and has a rounded
tip. Pretty young lady.
2ND MRS S CAMPBELL’S KARENZAKITZ LOLLYPOP (BRI a) F 3/4/16 – Blue of excellent shape and
size. Compact well balanced body. Short strong legs and rounded paws. Round head with good width
between neat ears. Large round eyes which are spaced well apart and are copper in colour. Short broad
straight nose. Full round cheeks firm chin. Level bite. Coat is short, dense and crisp. Medium shade of
blue which is almost sound. Tail thick and of medium length. It is thicker at the base with a rounded
tip.
3rd MRS B HOSKER’S HOPTONPAWS DEMI KOVATO (BRI a) F 7/4/16 - British Blue who is cobby
and well balanced standing on short strong legs on round firm paws. Round head with good width
between ears which are neat and rounded at the tip. Round expressive orange eyes. Nose short, broad
and straight. Level bite. Cheeks are round with firm chin. Medium to dark blue coat that is a good
length and texture, also slightly unsound today. Tail medium in length, thick and has a rounded tip.
MRS M ZNIDERIC’S ADPIXON SHREWBERRY BLUE (BRI a) F 23/11/15 - Blue. Excellent shape and
size. She is compact, well balanced and stands on short strong legs on round firm paws. Round head
with good width between neat ears. Large round eyes of pale copper which are spaced nicely apart.
Short broad nose. She is rather muzzly at the moment and lacks cheeks. Level bite. Coat is short, dense
and crisp. Medium blue coat which is almost sound. Tail thick and of medium length, it is thicker at the
base with a rounded tip.
MRS K MAKDISSY’S MAKDISSY HONEY-B (BRI a) F 1/5/16 - Blue who is a good shape and size and
has nicely balanced British type. Her body is cobby and she stands on short strong legs. Round head
with good width between neat rounded ears. Large round copper eyes. Nose is short, broad and
straight with full pink leather. Unfortunately her bite is undershot. Cheeks are nicely rounded with
firm chin. Pale blue coat that is almost sound. Coat is dense, short and crisp. Tail is medium in length
with rounded tip.
BI-COLOURED ADULT MALE
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BOB MRS S DALTON-HOBBS’S IMP GR CH LORASTON BILLY-IDOL (BRI e 03) M 20/7/13 - Cream
and White Bi Colour who is cobby in shape and stands on short strong legs on round firm paws. Large
round head with neat ears which are rounded at the tips and set nicely apart. Round orange eyes. Nose
is short, broad and straight. Good bite. Cheeks rounded with strong firm chin. Well prepared coat of
cream and white with the cream showing ghost tabby markings. Coat is nicely patched with a white
inverted V to face, white collar, underparts and legs. Coat is short dense and crisp. Tail thick and
medium in length. Very handsome young man.
BI-COLOURED ADULT FEMALE
1CC MR & MRS ASHTON’S SHEEPHOUSE SIMPLY STARLET (BRI c 03) F N29/4/16 - Lilac and
White Bi Colour who is still a work in progress. Body a little rangy and head small to body. Round
head with neat ears which are rounded at the tips and set nicely apart. Round orange eyes. Nose is
short, broad and straight. Good bite. Cheeks rounded with strong firm chin. Well prepared coat of lilac
and white with the lilac having a distinct pinkish hue. Coat is nicely patched with a white inverted V to
face, white collar, underparts and legs. Coat is short dense and crisp. Tail thick and medium in length.
BLACK NEUTER
1PC MS H HEAP’S DELPHINIUM BLACK-STAR (BRI n) MN 12/7/15 - Black of good shape and size.
Compact well balanced body with a full broad chest. Short strong legs and rounded paws. Large round
head with good width between neat ears. Large round eyes which are spaced well apart and are
copper in colour. Short broad straight nose. Full round cheeks firm chin. Level bite. Coat is short, dense
and crisp. Jet black colour to his coat and it is sound to the roots. Tail thick and of medium length. It is
thicker at the base with a rounded tip.

BOB MISS & MRS HOLDEN’S GR CH & PR CHRISHELL AL PURRCINO (BRI n) MN 26/9/15 - Black
of excellent shape and size. Compact well balanced body with a full broad chest. Short strong legs and
rounded paws. Large round head with good width between neat ears. Large round eyes which are
spaced well apart and are copper in colour. Short broad straight nose. Full round cheeks firm chin.
Level bite. Coat is short, dense and crisp. Jet black colour to his coat and it is sound to the roots. Tail
thick and of medium length. It is thicker at the base with a rounded tip.
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